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Introduction

Those who are close to finance, technology and programming (1%);
Those who are just learning this market and have never held digital assets
(99% of people)

Today, there are two main categories of people in the crypto industry:
 

We believe that it is the second category of people that will be the main base
of cryptocurrency holders in the near future.

Not everyone can easily learn and the demand for training in the crypto
industry is growing every year.

The TYV token has a tight integration with our educational portal. Based on
the portal, token holders will be able to access reliable and proven knowledge
from the world's crypto experts.

With the help of TYV tokens, everyone can earn and gain
knowledge.

TYV is closely connected with the educational platform “Crypto
Academy”, where experts teach offline/online in a network of
educational centers.

We connect crypto experts with people who need up-to-date
knowledge in exchange for TYV tokens.

At the same time, our educational portal gives you the
opportunity to earn TYV tokens by learning and completing
various tasks.

Also, our investment portal allows people to buy TYV tokens for
investment purposes - from promising cryptocurrencies to
IT/private projects.



 Project Summary

    1.1 Risk warning
     Trading financial instruments and (or) cryptocurrencies involves high risks,
including the risk of losing part or all of the investment, and therefore is not
suitable for all investors. 

The prices of cryptocurrencies are extremely volatile and can change under the
influence of external factors such as financial news, legislative decisions or political
events. Margin trading leads to increased financial risks.
 Before making a decision to make a transaction with a financial instrument or
cryptocurrencies, you should obtain full information about the risks and costs
associated with trading in financial markets, correctly assess the investment
objectives, your experience and the acceptable level of risk, and, if necessary, seek
professional advice.

     1.2 Our Mission
We are an experienced community of crypto enthusiasts who believe in equality,
growth and education.
Our mission is to transform the lives of all people living below the poverty line
through knowledge and investment opportunities.

    1.3  Global goals  
Goal #1 Creation of “Crypto Academy”
Launch of an educational portal, with translation into local languages.
Distribution of the portal and network of educational centers "Crypto
Academy" around the world.

Goal #2 Create your own blockchain services
Creation of a cryptocurrency exchange, crypto wallet, NFT collection and
other services that increase the flow of income for which tokens are
redeemed from holders.

Goal #3 Making a return on investment
The involved experts will invest the profits from the sale of TYV tokens and
from their own services in various investment instruments to increase the
income of the project.



2018 TYV was opened on the basis of ERC20 in the amount of 15 million
tokens. It was first developed as an in-game token. After launching
on the stock exchange, Yobit was bought out by private investors

2. History of TYV token

2019 The token entered the Kyrgyz market as the first cryptocurrency in the
form of a token. It became widespread among the progressive
population.

2020 More than 3,000 holders made purchases and sales on the Yobit
exchange. Over 5,000 people have studied crypto trading at the
"Crypto Academy".

3.  Update info

At the start, the token was not backed by anything, but after receiving feedback and
seeing the commercial potential of the project, it was decided to move on to the
second stage of the implementation of the technical part.

Today, the TYV token is very different from its original form. New technological
solutions are being added to it, which will help bring it to international exchanges and
significantly increase the market value.

The main feature is that all areas of investment will be supervised by an international
expert team.

2021 Over 5000 token holders. More than 10,000 people were trained to
work with cryptocurrency operations, trade on the stock
exchange and actively invest in various cryptocurrencies.

2022 ЗLaunch of the token in the BEP20 network, access to the
COINSBIT INDIA, WHITEBIT, XT.com, COINSBIT IO exchanges,
access to the Coingeco.com browser

To date, the token has more than 6,000 holders, and over 15,000
people have studied at the center.



4. TYV 2.0 Development Plan

Future plans for 2022
- Site update
- Presence and activity in social networks
- Listing on CoinMarketCup
- Creation and development of own exchange
- Launch of the beta version of the Educational Platform
- Launch of the beta version of the Investment Platform
- Development of the social network TYV coin

Global Plans
- Updating the site and design.
- Creation of Investment and Educational platforms of international
importance.
- Creating your own rialto and listing projects.
- 100,000 token holders
- Listing on top 10 exchanges
- Create your own wallet
- Development and transition to your own blockchain

Marketing and promotion
- Promotion through influencers in the crypto industry
- Promotion through bloggers
- SMM
- Advertising on major crypto industry portals
- Webinars and events
- Promotion through educational content
- Listing on CoinMarketCap
- Partnership and logo in TrustWalet



5. Description of problems and their
solutions

Difficult entry threshold for new
market participants.

At first, it is very difficult for ordinary users to
understand the cryptosphere due to the large
amount of minimum knowledge required.
Most prefer to rely on the "easy path" that will
quickly bring them up to date or even prefer
not to understand and avoid
cryptocurrencies.

Solution 1

In order to make education accessible and
understandable to everyone, 5% of the profits
from the sale of the TYV token will be used to
attract international crypto experts.

Solution 2

Many people find it difficult to absorb material
in an online format.

That is why we are creating a network of
educational centers based on existing centers
to help solve the problem of accessibility and
quality of education.

A large team of experienced crypto traders will
help you quickly understand the industry and
teach you how to make profitable
transactions.

Availability

High-quality and reliable knowledge in the
field of crypto trading is expensive and
people have no choice but to get it from
dubious and sometimes speculative sources.

Solution

Our educational platform and the
mechanics of the TYV token will provide
token holders the opportunity to constantly
learn and improve their knowledge. A

Accessibility is achieved due to the fact that
holders can very quickly raise the necessary
amount of tokens to attract experts from
various fields. 

For example, training with an expert in
blockchain development can cost $1,000.
The community is raising $3,000 to buy a
complete educational methodology from
1,000 people, where each will have to pay $3
for it. 

This is a great deal for both parties. The
expert gets $3000 instead of $1000 and the
participant gets the best rate for $3 instead
of $1000. The TYV token is used to facilitate
the collection of money from the
community through an automatic platform
or for manual collection, to pay experts and
to distribute information materials for smart
contract holders.



Diversification and expertise

Investing in cryptocurrencies can bring big
profits, but it can also lead to big losses if you
don't make careful choices and diversify your
capital. There is no time to search for suitable
cryptocurrency investments and the lack of
expertise does not allow you to make the right
choice. Most constantly repeat profitable offers
that are implemented in just a few days. And
we are not talking about a one-time lost profit,
but about a constant systematic lost profit.

Solution

TYV is a token that allows investors to invest in
projects with the help of experts.

By purchasing one TYV token, you get the
opportunity to invest in the most promising
area. The expert community from various fields
can find profitable types of investments for you. 

Their main task is to find the best projects in
which to invest with the greatest security. This
opens up new opportunities for token holders,
since you do not need to understand all the
intricacies of investing, calculate the ROI of
each project, study the technical
documentation of projects, business plans, etc.
This will be done for you by the best specialists
with extensive experience in launching
profitable projects, in marketing and in the
financial sector.

TYV tokens are used to raise funds for further
investment in various projects and to pay
experts based on their KPIs and metrics to
automatically reward holders by buying back a
certain number of tokens from the market,
thereby increasing their value.

Access to big markets

The opportunity to invest in the most highly
profitable projects is not available to everyone.
For example, a small investor will not have
access to financing for various projects that give
the highest return on investment. Typically,
large investment funds and venture capital
funds have such a privilege. Also in the
cryptocurrency market, many cannot access the
guaranteed distribution of funds to participate
in token sales, Initial Developer Offerings (IDOs)
where most of the Seed, Private, Public rounds
take place, and the sale at the best prices that
yield 10x, 100x and even 1000x in the long run.

Solution

With TYV token, you have the opportunity to
raise funds and join into a single pool, where the
collected funds will be enough to participate in
various token sales, to invest in promising
cryptocurrencies that have not yet entered the
market. For example, you knew that BNB could
be bought for $0.15 in 2017, at its peak, the value
of this token reached $690 and gave investors a
return of 4,600 times the initial investment. Your
investment of $1,000 could have been valued at
a peak of $4,600,000. But, unfortunately,
without proper expertise and the right amount
of financial investment, ordinary buyers will not
be able to participate in such projects. We
propose to raise funds with the TYV token and
buy the following coins with >100x potential by
engaging the expert community.

The TYV token is used to collect funds from the
community and to automatically distribute
profits. To pay experts who will analyze
promising projects, negotiate with venture
funds, with project teams.



6. Products and services

6.1 Educational portal “Crypto Academy”

Intuitive interface
Responsiveness and mobile application
Download materials in various formats
High training scalability
Connecting the TYV token as the main means of payment.
The purchase of courses is possible for fiat money, but the purchase for TYV tokens
gives a discount of up to 90%

The main functions of the educational portal

 Crypto Academy - is a distance learning
platform for the crypto industry that allows
you to collect and store knowledge in one
place, provide it to users at a distance and
control the correctness of learning
information. Courses can be created and
stored in the system, and training can be
managed and tracked. People may be
physically located in different places, but in
the platform they will be combined in one
virtual class.



6.2 Crypto trading for non-professionals

The main product that will give liquidity to the TYV token and allow holders to
invest in related projects and earn money is the TYV Exchange. The functionality
of staking and farming will also be implemented here. The main emphasis in the
development of the exchange will be directed to simplicity and convenience for
ordinary users.

Spot trading
Margin trading
Contract trading
Staking/Farming
Anonymous instant exchange
Decentralized p2p exchange and more…

Trading web client
Native client for Android
Native iOS client
Native client for PC (Windows)
SEPARATE API

Exchange fee fixed commission no more than 0.2%.
Withdrawal fee.
Listing fee.
Interest on margin transactions.
The Platform may charge other fees for different payments.

Exchange functions:

Cross-platform trading clients:

The income of the exchange will come from the following sources:



6.3 Investment platform for traditional business
projects

One of the distinguishing features of the TYV token is an investment platform
for raising funds in a traditional business. The profits generated will be
distributed to token holders by redeeming TYV tokens, thereby creating more
liquidity and raising the price of the token. Also, part of the profits will be
directed to the purchase of digital virtual assets, this is especially useful during
the bear market, while the entire cryptocurrency market is falling, the
investment platform will generate profits to stabilize the price of the token, as
well as for profitable investments in other promising cryptocurrencies like BTC,
ETH, BNB и т.д. 



Other
35%

BTC
23%

ETH
17%

BNB
15%

SOL
10%

Seed round

Private round

Public round

6.4 Investment platform for cryptocurrency projects

Investments in fundamental cryptocurrencies with their own ecosystem

Investments to participate in tokensales

Undoubtedly, investing in cryptocurrencies is one of the most profitable ways.
But this market is also cutthroat for 99% of buyers. The market is the place
where money goes from the impatient to the patient. There are many factors to
consider in long-term investments. Through TYV coin you have the opportunity
to invest in the most promising cryptocurrencies with the help of an expert
community. It will also allow you to diversify your assets, as buying one or more
coins may not guarantee a good profit. And the purchase of cryptocurrency and
distribution to investment portfolios gives the right hedging and profit from
investments.

Investing in early token sales is a risky business, but if you choose the right
projects, they can give good returns in the long run.



7. Technical architecture

Any blockchain project must first of all be based on a reliable
technical architecture. This is why we chose the BEP20
Binance Smart Chain. You can store the tokens in any wallet
that supports the BEP20 network.

Trust Wallet

You can buy, store, check
prices, exchange and earn on
cryptocurrency. That is why
over 1 million people use Trust
Wallet.

MetaMask

MetaMask gives you a key
vault, secure login, token

wallet and token exchange -
everything you need to

manage your digital assets.

Contract address

https://bscscan.com/token/0x90a8bbf934fde975555632addcb258e895c69de1

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.wallet.crypto.trustapp&referrer=utm_source%3Dwebsite
https://apps.apple.com/app/apple-store/id1288339409?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=io.metamask&hl=en_US&ref=producthunt&_branch_match_id=1006430204996558824&_branch_referrer=H4sIAAAAAAAAA8soKSkottLXz00tScxNLM7WSywo0MvJzMvWT6ooz3a1yHeztAQA%2FOIqTSQAAAA%3D
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/metamask/id1438144202?_branch_match_id=1006430204996558824&_branch_referrer=H4sIAAAAAAAAA8soKSkottLXz00tScxNLM7WSywo0MvJzMvWL8529DB2SnSztAQA5G46IyQAAAA%3D
https://bscscan.com/token/0x90a8bbf934fde975555632addcb258e895c69de1
https://bscscan.com/token/0x90a8bbf934fde975555632addcb258e895c69de1


Information about the TYV coin

Token indicators

$TYV is a native token that supports the TYV coin ecosystem and can be used to pay
fees, to purchase courses at the Crypto Academy, to reduce or pay fees on the TYV
Exchange, to receive discounts and cashbacks in various stores, and to generate
income by investing.

Convenient transactions
Collection and distribution of profits
Investment Opportunities
Affordable Education

Main functions:

Making payments
Commission reduction
Bonuses, discounts and cashbacks
Staking program
Affordable training for tokens
Investments in promising business
projects

Benefits of toke usage:

Symbol

TYV
Blockchain 

Erc20, Bep20
Total amount

15 000 000
Tokens in circulation

4 968 545

Full token name:

TYV- Technologies you Value-generating (technologies that create value for you)

We believe that technology should be easy to use, and we strive to ensure that more
people can access technology through knowledge and earn, invest through a single
ecosystem of the TYV token.

TYV is a collection of products designed to make your life easier. We have focused on
creating products that are easy to set up, easy to use and reliable, most importantly
they are aimed at getting high business results with the help of our expert community.



Community Investment Team Marketing
Airdrop Stacking
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41%
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33%
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8. Tokenomics

Promising cryptocurrencies 40%
Traditional business projects 60%

Distribution of investments 41% of the total issue

60% fundamental cryptocurrencies
40% launchpads and new crypto projects

Investments in cryptocurrencies

Business projects
60%

Crypto currency
40%

Top crypto currencies
60%

New crypto currencies
40%

Unlocking tokens



9. Income streams 

For any token the mechanics of
generating income is very important.

The TYV token will implement a
multiple source of income from various

projects. Income will be generated both
from our own projects and through

third-party tools.
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We strive to create as many quality
sources of income as possible, if you

know the best way to invest or you have
your own project, write to us for

consideration, We are also open to
suggestions if you have ideas for using

the TYV token



10. Organizational work of teams

Strategic team

Technical team Marketing, PR team

Development teamExpert group

We believe in the power of teamwork. That is why we strive to create the best
conditions for people and technology to work together.

Our processes through TYV token rewards allow us to attract the best
professionals in our field from all over the world. The token will incentivize
teamwork so that the people who contribute the most are rewarded the most.
The teams will work on improving the ecosystem as a whole, as well as on work
automation processes using smart contracts.

To implement the best projects, we need a strong team. We invite to cooperation
everyone who is interested in their own development, who is ready to benefit TYV
token holders, as well as in creating value around the TYV coin ecosystem.
Especially for teams that are ready to implement promising projects, the TYV
Foundation will be established and funding will be allocated to stimulate the
growth of these projects. If you have ideas for implementing blockchain projects
based on the TYV token, feel free to write us your ideas.



11. Roadmap

Transition to the BEP20
network to reduce
transfer fees.
Listing on the Coinsbit.io
exchange

Listing on the
Whitebit.com exchange
Listing on XT.com
Exit to Coingeco.com
Logout to Coinsbit.in

Launching the staking
program.
Launch of the first version
of the Crypto Academy
platform
PR and Marketing at the
international level
Launch of business
projects

Q1 2022

01 02 03

Q2 2022 Q3 2022

Launch of the investment
platform
Full launch of Crypto
Academy
Opening of educational
centers
Launch of blockchain
projects

Launching your own
exchange with the TYV
token
Start of developing own
blockchain
Development of own
projects
Report to investors for
2022

Launching own
blockchain network
Creating a wallet for iOS
and Android
Development of the
exchange and launch of
applications for iOS and
Android
Launch more than 10
business projects

Q4 2022 Q1 2023 Q2 2023

Launch of own
stablecoins TYSD, TSOM,
TRUB
Launch of NFT
marketplace
Launching Multichain -
Gateway Router
Network security audit

Launching a TYV-Based
Game
Launching Metaverse
Projects
Opening of educational
centers Crypto Academy
around the world
Development of the TYV
blockchain network
Network security audit

Opening the blockchain
network API for other
projects
Obtaining licenses to
operate a crypto
exchange in other
countries
Opening of Crypto
Academy institutes
around the world
Report to investors for
2023

Q3 2023 Q4 2023 Q1 2024



https://tyvcoin.io

https://t.me/+z26D0gwYx_cwMDAy

https://twitter.com/tyv_coin

https://www.instagram.com/tyvcoin__kg/

https://www.facebook.com/TYVC0IN

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tyv-coin-163308231

https://www.reddit.com/user/Tyv_coin

https://discordapp.com/users/940735694505115728

https://medium.com/@tyvcoin

support@tyvcoin.io

12. Contacts

https://tyvcoin.io/
https://t.me/+z26D0gwYx_cwMDAy
https://twitter.com/tyv_coin
https://www.instagram.com/tyvcoin__kg/
https://www.facebook.com/TYVC0IN
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tyv-coin-163308231
https://www.reddit.com/user/Tyv_coin
https://discordapp.com/users/940735694505115728
https://medium.com/@tyvcoin

